
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

At this point, the lies we've been told about COVID countermeasures are so numerous, it would be

easier to point to what was right and correct than list what was wrong, because the "correct" list

would basically be blank.

Lockdowns, social distancing, school and business closures, universal mask wearing, use of face

shields and plastic barriers, travel restrictions, the use of PCR tests to diagnose infection, the

choice of treatments and the safety and effectiveness of the COVID jabs — all of these

countermeasures were based on a combination of lies, fraud and/or willful ignorance. As tweeted

by journalist Abir Ballan, co-founder of the Think Twice campaign:

"Knowing whether you've been lied to or not is very important for deciding whether you

should be angry or not … Turning a blind eye to the lies, won't make them go away. They

happened. You need to @nd the courage to face them."

Here's a review of what some of these strategies actually accomplished, and why we must never

allow unilateral edicts by people with emergency powers to dictate pandemic responses ever

again.

Lockdowns Flattened Economies

As reported by Pandemics Data & Analysis (PANDA)  — a multidisciplinary initiative that seeks to

inform policy — universal lockdowns have never before been used as a pandemic prevention

measure, and for good reason. It doesn't work. To prevent spread of infection, you isolate those

who are actually sick. That's how it has always been done.

Healthy people cannot spread infection, so there's no reason to isolate them. This is about as

common sense as things get, yet the World Health Organization opted to take a page from China,

which locked down Wuhan as the infection began to spread.

Lockdowns were, however, a central feature in the Rockefeller Foundation's "Scenarios for the

Future of Technology and International Development" report,  published in May 2010, in which

they lay out an international "Lockstep" scenario that details their proposed response to a lethal

pandemic.

"After many months of sustained lockdowns throughout the world, we now have

empirical evidence demonstrating that they are not only ineffective, but cause greater

harm than they seek to prevent and increase mortality. Applying a cure that is worse than

the diseases is perhaps the worst manifestation of the mishandling of the COVID-19

pandemic," PANDA reports.

As one would expect, shutting down businesses for extended periods of time leads to businesses

going under for impaired cash Zow from lack of revenue. There was never any rhyme or reason

for shutting down small businesses while keeping large box stores open, other than to shift

wealth away from small, private business owners to multinational corporations.

By September 2020,  163,735 U.S. businesses had closed their doors, and of those, 60% — a total

of 97,966 businesses — were permanent closures.  As noted by attorney Michael P. Senger,  "That

'leaders' across the world transformed into tyrants, believing they had a right to bankrupt their

subjects, is the core evil of lockdown."

Indeed, far from being the great equalizer, COVID-19 has been the greatest wealth transfer

scheme in the history of the world. Indeed, you may as well call it what it is: grand-scale asset

theft from the poor and middle class.

Lockdowns Had No Effect on Infection Rates or Mortality

Meanwhile, study after study  has concrmed that lockdowns had no beneccial impact on

infection rates and COVID mortality. Among them, a study from Northern Jutland, which

concluded that:

"… while infection levels decreased, they did so before lockdown was effective, and

infection numbers also decreased in neighbor municipalities without mandates. Direct

spill-over to neighbor municipalities or the simultaneous mass testing do not explain

this.

Instead, control of infection pockets possibly together with voluntary social behavior was

apparently effective before the mandate, explaining why the infection decline occurred

before and in both the mandated and non-mandated areas."

An August 2020 analysis  of COVID-19 surveillance data from the top 50 countries in terms of

reported cases also concluded that border closures, lockdowns and wide-spread testing had no

impact on COVID-19 mortality per million people. Another paper  published in 2021 found

lockdowns were actually associated with increases in excess mortality.

A 2022 literature review and meta-analysis  of the effects of lockdowns also concluded that

"lockdowns have had little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality." They have, however, "imposed

enormous economic and social costs." As noted by the authors of this review, "lockdown policies

are ill-founded and should be rejected as a pandemic policy instrument."
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Modeling Versus Empirical Data

Time and again, we've seen how statistical modeling has failed, making wildly inaccurate

predictions about risk. This holds true for lockdown models as well. According to Oliver

Robinson, a psychology professor at the University of Greenwich:

"Lockdowns are associated with reduced mortality in epidemiological modelling studies

but not in studies based on empirical data from the Covid-19 pandemic … Lockdowns

may exacerbate stressors such as social isolation and unemployment that have been

shown to be strong predictors of falling ill if exposed to a respiratory virus …

Economic level of analysis points to the possibility that deaths associated with economic

harms or underfunding of other health issues may outweigh the deaths that lockdowns

save, and that the extremely high @nancial cost of lockdowns may have negative

implications for overall population health in terms of diminished resources for treating

other conditions."

Effects of Lockdowns

Studies looking at the social effects of lockdowns have also come to the following conclusions:

The unemployment shock, being two to cve times greater than the typical unemployment

shock, will likely signiccantly increase mortality rates and lower life expectancy.  The

authors estimate unemployment shock alone will translate into an additional 0.8 million

premature deaths

Social isolation has led to a signiccant increase in mental health problems, addiction

disorders, overdose deaths, child abuse and domestic violence rates  and suicide ideation

rates among youth

Lockdowns are at least cve to 10 times more harmful to public health in terms of well-being

years than COVID-19 itself

In Israel, an estimated 500,000 life-years have been lost to lockdowns due to income losses

alone

In England, an estimated 59, 204 to 63, 229 years of life will be lost to four common cancers

due to delays in diagnosis during lockdowns

The Social Distancing Farce

The evidence behind 6-foot social distancing rules were equally nonexistent. As noted by Ballan

in a January 26, 2023, tweet, all social distancing did — and was intended to do — was to make

people afraid of each other:

"The virus spreads through aerosols in the air. It doesn't matter where you stand. Stickers

on the Noor don't protect you. They just break social cohesion."

There Was Never Any Support for Universal Masking

Universal masking mandates were also unfounded. As noted by PANDA:

"There is very limited research on the effectiveness of masks or the potential harms of

their prolonged use in the general public. The available literature indicates little scienti@c

evidence that mask-wearing among the general public curbs disease spread."

Remarkably, the absence of evidence to support mask wearing for infection control were

concrmed from the very beginning by the same agencies and organizations that ended up

recommending and/or mandating universal mask wearing.

For example, a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention policy review paper, published in May

2020, concluded that there's "no evidence that surgical-type face masks are effective in reducing

laboratory-concrmed inZuenza transmission, either when worn by infected persons (source

control) or by persons in the general community to reduce their susceptibility."

Similarly, interim guidance by the World Health Organization, published in June 2020, stated: "At

present, there is no direct evidence (from studies on COVID-19 and in healthy people in the

community) on the effectiveness of universal masking of healthy people in the community to

prevent infection with respiratory viruses, including COVID-19."

A systemic review by the Cochrane Library, published in November 2020, supported these views,

noting that:

"The pooled results of randomized trials did not show a clear reduction in respiratory viral

infection with the use of medical/surgical masks during seasonal inNuenza. There were

no clear differences between the use of medical/surgical masks compared with N95/P2

respirators in healthcare workers when used in routine care to reduce respiratory viral

infection."

The Cochrane Library's 2023 update, which included 11 new studies, including some COVID-

specicc investigations, concrmed there still was no evidence to support universal masking

recommendations.

A randomized controlled trial  in Denmark, which looked at COVID-19 infection speciccally, also

concluded there was "a non-statistically signiccant difference between two groups of

participants, one requested to wear a mask, the other not wearing a mask," and that masks were

ineffective against virus-laden aerosols, as airborne viruses can "penetrate or circumnavigate a

face mask."

Similarly, a May 2020 study  found no difference in case rates between U.S. states that had

mask mandates compared to those that didn't, and a British survey  of infection rates among

school children found "no evidence that face coverings, 2-metre social distancing or stopping

children mixing was associated with lower odds of COVID-19 or cold infection rates in the

school."

Mask Harms Revealed

On the other hand, we now have evidence showing that mask wearing can cause harm, and again,

some of this evidence comes from the WHO itself. For example, in its December 2020 interim

guidance on masks,  the WHO noted that mask disadvantages included "a false sense of

security," and that:

"Several studies have demonstrated statistically signi@cant deleterious effects [of

masks] on various cardiopulmonary physiologic parameters during mild to moderate

exercise in healthy subjects and in those with underlying respiratory diseases."

A German registry of reported effects among children found 68% experienced some sort of

impairment, such as irritability, headache, poor concentration, reduced happiness, reluctance to

go to school, general malaise, impaired learning and fatigue.

Other investigations have revealed children are exposed to potentially dangerous elevations in

carbon dioxide when wearing a face mask,  and health care workers who wear masks for six or

more hours have been found to be at higher risk of respiratory infections due to mask

contamination.  A dozen different volatile and potentially hazardous chemicals have also been

identiced in medical masks.

PCR Tests Were a Scam From the Start

Using PCR tests to diagnose was also a complete scam, as these types of tests cannot tell the

difference between an active infection and dead viral debris. Because of this, millions upon

millions of healthy people were forced into isolated for no reason.

The false positives were also used to articcially inZate the number of cases and deaths, which

were then used to instill fear in the population and keep the pandemic going long after it was

over. The short video above details how the PCR test works and why it cannot be used as a

diagnostic.

In March 2022, it was also revealed that at-home rapid antigen test kits contain sodium azide, a

chemical that can lower your blood pressure and/or cause seizures. Health Canada reported the

test kits were improperly labeled, as they did not indicate the tests contained chemicals that can

cause unintended effects if accidentally ingested or spilled. I detailed these cndings in "Does

Your At-Home COVID-19 Test Contain This Poison?"

Banning Early Treatment Was a Crime Against Humanity

As for the global treatment recommendations, they've been nothing short of a crime against

humanity. On the one hand, public health experts insisted there was no viable early treatment,

and on the other, they rigged the system such that hospitals would only use the most harmful

treatments imaginable.

Meanwhile, frontline doctors were successfully treating patients and keeping them out of the

hospital with inexpensive and readily available medicines such as hydroxychloroquine and zinc,

and ivermectin.  But were they lauded for their ingenuity and dedication to saving lives? No, they

were "cancelled," censored, deplatformed, brought before medical boards and cred from their

jobs. No good deed has gone unpunished these past three years.

Before 2020 was over, several highly successful early treatment protocols had been developed,

yet none were ojcially permitted to be used. Among them:

The FLCCC treatment protocol — Since then, the Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance

(FLCCC) has also developed protocols for those struggling with long COVID and those

injured by the COVID jabs. You can download all treatment protocols from

covid19criticalcare.com.

The AAPS protocol

Tess Lawrie's World Council for Health protocol

America's Frontline Doctors

Based on my review of these protocols, I developed the following summary of the treatment

speciccs I believe are the easiest and most effective.

Treatment Recommendations Have Been a Disaster

Meanwhile, the treatments that became "standard of care" at hospitals across the U.S. and

elsewhere were demonstrably risky and harmful. There's really no telling how many COVID

patients hospitals have killed with these protocols, but it's bound to be signiccant. Two of the

most dangerous treatments are ventilators and remdesivir.

By May 2020, it had already become apparent that the standard practice of putting COVID-19

patients on mechanical ventilation with ventilators was a death sentence,  yet the practice

continues to this day. Data from various sources show anywhere from 50%  to 86%  of all

ventilated COVID patients die. Considering these data, hospitals are basically engaged in

euthanasia, and they're doing it because its proctable.

In fact, were it not for government cnancially incentivizing a murderous protocol,  countless

lives would have been spared. When everything is said and done, a COVID patient can be "worth"

as much as $250,000 — but for maximum payout, they have to leave the hospital in a body bag.

“ … the only way to avoid the mistakes of the
COVID-19 management in the future is to avoid
managing any future medical crisis by means of
emergency powers. Emergency powers should be
used only in case of war. ~ Yanovskiy and Socol
2021”

If we know anything, it's that proct motives can make people commit atrocious acts, and that

certainly appears true when it comes to COVID treatment. In the U.S., hospitals also LOST federal

funding if they failed or refused to administer remdesivir and/or ventilation, which further

incentivized them to go along with what amounts to malpractice at best, and murder at worst.

They Lied about COVID Jab Safety and Effectiveness

Last but not least, they lied about the safety and effectiveness of the COVID shots. Crucially, they

do not stop transmission and they do not prevent infection — the two things a real vaccine is

supposed to do.

What's worse, we now have evidence showing the shots actually INCREASE your chances of

getting infected, as well as your risk of dying, be it from side effects or from breakthrough

infection. The meme below from the Think Twice campaign  illustrates the cndings of a

December 2022 study  quite succinctly.

Emergency Powers for Pandemics Must Cease

As noted by Konstantin Yanovskiy (Shomron Center for Economic Policy Research) and

Yehoshua Socol (Jerusalem College of Technology) in a July 2021 paper in which they analyzed
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Lockdowns, social distancing, school and business closures, universal mask

wearing, use of face shields and plastic barriers, travel restrictions, the use of PCR

tests to diagnose infection, the choice of treatments and the safety and

effectiveness of the COVID jabs — all of these countermeasures were based on a

combination of lies, fraud and/or willful ignorance



Universal lockdowns have never before been used as a pandemic prevention

measure, and for good reason. It doesn’t work. To prevent spread of infection, you

isolate those who are actually sick. Healthy people cannot spread infection, so there’s no reason to isolate them



An August 2020 analysis of COVID-19 surveillance data from the top 50 countries in terms of reported cases also concluded that border

closures, lockdowns and wide-spread testing had no impact on COVID-19 mortality per million people. Another paper published in 2021

found lockdowns were actually associated with increases in excess mortality



The absence of evidence to support mask wearing for infection control was concrmed from the very beginning by the same agencies and

organizations that ended up recommending and/or mandating universal mask wearing



To avoid making the same mistakes in future pandemics, medical crises must not be managed by means of emergency powers. Emergency

powers should be used only in case of war
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Yehoshua Socol (Jerusalem College of Technology) in a July 2021 paper in which they analyzed

the effects of lockdown-based crisis management:

"It seems … that the only way to avoid the mistakes of the COVID-19 management in the

future is to avoid managing any future medical crisis by means of emergency powers.

Emergency powers should be used only in case of war."

I couldn't agree more. Time and again, we witnessed how government leaders misused and

abused their emergency powers, proving once and for all that such powers are the tools of

tyrants and little more.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Serious lies that have led to more deaths, serious damage and an economic crisis that leads to suicides, hunger and misery. When the

WHO announces a pandemic, which is actually a plandemic, when there is constant propaganda of the cgures attributed to false deaths

from C-19, with fraudulent PCR tests, early treatment is prohibited, it is hidden the serious danger of biological weapons against

COVID-19, an infamous management is carried out to prevent COVID with the decrease in human mobility with closures, stay-at-home

orders, the reduction of public transport, the closure of schools and business and the decrease in social interactions, and a galloping

crisis among other factors it is not dijcult to fall into all the mental damage of misinformation that I understand can be connected with

a depressive state.

In the more advanced mental disorder scale, the individual develops and shares false information with the intent to harm others. Of

course this state can also be attributed to all the predators that are causing the misinformation disorder. 30 objectives against lies,

misinformation and deceit. We have the weapons that allow us to cght against deception. Possible answers can be given in human

nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality.

It is our duty to cght for freedom for love and happiness The fourth industrial revolution 'is characterized by a variety of new

technologies that merge the physical, digital and biological worlds... and even challenge ideas about what it means to be human' . They

have outlined some key details of what they are doing to us, a large part of the human population has submissively accepted their fate

by burying their heads deep in the sand. That is the Rockefeller legacy that now has continuity with the globalist elite.
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The link asks many questions with thought-provoking and freedom-projecting approaches: Why are all these elite 'agents'

(international organizations, governments, corporate media, medical and legal systems, industries, professional groups)

collaborating with the plans of their masters? What psychological qualities are needed to resist effectively? We must always be

vigilant and cght courageously to strategically resist the 'Great Reset' and its related agendas, you can participate in the 'We are

human, we are free' campaign, which identices a list of 30 strategic objectives to do so.

We Are Human, We Are Free is a global nonviolent resistance movement to free ourselves from elite control and resist the forces

of fear and dehumanization. www.transcend.org/tms/2022/06/terriced-of-freedom-why-most-human-bein..  (2022) .----

wearehumanwearefree.org  (2022).--- As Dr. Mercola reported, the Wuhan coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of

this corrupt system, "taking advantage of money for private gain," to quote Dr. Joseph Mercola.

All over the world, people have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating

consequences of the Covid-19 "pandemic". The unspoken truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext and justiccation

for powerful cnancial interests and corrupt politicians to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy,

extreme poverty and despair.
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Gui, The WEF/Gates/Fauci Flu Circus was never a legitimate Pandemic. It only qualiced because they said so. They said so by

changing the decnition so when the Legacy Media & the rest of the Maintenance Crew went where they are trained to go for

information would pick up the ball and run. Being as what was done over the last three years was never done before because we

over time had already learned the hard way and actually knew better, and, how brutal and ugly it all has been. - Just How Bad

Would Things Have Gotten if it all had been an honest to God Pandemic? Put reality-based information into the computer Game

Play Models and see how that runs, eh?
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Already 132 Canadian doctors have died suddenly since the shots were rolled out. The last time I saw a number it was around 30.

900% increase in the number of doctors under 30 years-old and/or medical students dying suddenly...

palexander.substack.com/p/132-canadian-doctors-shockingly-died-1e8
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Gui, what's the real problem here? Is it the lies that are the problem or the sheeple that believes the lies? Most of this is common

sense stuff. The day they banned people from going to the beach should have been a GIANT red Zag that we were being duped!

Yet not one person of credibility (AKA: PhD Virology Experts) bothered to step up and explain that you have a better chance of

being bitten by a shark than catching Covid19 on the beach. Till this day, no one of credibility brings up that elephant in the room.

It's not just that we have corruption at higher levels of power, the whole world lost half their brain cells or something! This is real

simple stuff.
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Thank you JUST, MRROBB and ARIEN. Political commentator Russell Brand explored how crises for ordinary people, from the

COVID-19 pandemic to the economic crisis and war, are opportunities for those in power to concentrate their wealth and

manipulate the masses, in an episode recent from his "Stay Free" program. "In various kinds of crises, whether it's an energy

crisis, a health crisis or a military crisis, there are curious gains and benects to be had," Brand said. Dr. Anthony Fauci, in addition

to being the highest paid American public ojcial, now charges $100,000 to lecture for him.

Bill Gates made hundreds of millions of dollars investing in BioNTech, which was just one of the vaccine makers he invested in.

“For a powerful energy company, an energy crisis is not a crisis, it's a 'crisitud', to quote Homer Simpson,” Brand said. For Brand,

the COVID-19 pandemic was another example of corporate speculation: Pczer reported a record $31.4 billion in proct on sales of

$100.3 billion. in the episode, Brand brought in Mattias Desmet, Ph.D. , professor of psychology at the University of Ghent in

Belgium, to discuss his book, "The Psychology of Totalitarianism." The book theorizes how leaders manipulate crises as

psychological tools for totalitarian control.

Desmet explained that a totalitarian society, which he believes has been taking shape throughout the pandemic crisis, is different

from the classic dictatorship in that it is based on "mass formation," a group psychological phenomenon in which people lose

their ability to critically evaluate the group with which they identify.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/power-crises-wealth-manipulation-r..  (09/02/23)
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Thanks VanTheMan88. The positive is the reactions of many doctors: DR YEADON & 17,000 DOCTORS CALL FOR INDICTION OF

BIG PHARMA Here is a two minute video in which Dr Yeadon calls for criminal charges of the perpetrators and procteers of the

covid-19 bioweapon injections. His statement by him comes from the declaration of more than 17000 scientists and MDs

including myself: the Global Covid Summit. drtrozzi.org/2023/01/23/dr-yeadon-17000-doctors-call-for-indictment-of..

 (01/23/2023).---- PLEASE READ, SHARE, AND SUPPORT DR SHOEMAKER'S LETTER TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH AGENCY OF

CANADA AND THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON IMMUNIZATIONS. Dr Shoemaker and Karen Rucas O.T.

have penned a letter to the Public Health Agency of Canada and the National Advisory Committee on Immunizations. The letter

is below and has my full support. It provides plenty of evidence and solid logic in support of its two requests: 1.Liberate

Canadian physicians and patients to have access to these safe, affordable, and effective medicines 2.Halt the injection of these

failed and dangerous genetic experiments into our children. injections is a biologic disaster with the most “vaccinated” people

succumbing most dramatically to the variants that they have been used to grow

drtrozzi.org/2022/10/02/dr-shoemakers-letter-to-the-canadian-governmen..  (10/03/2022)
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And let us not ignore the biggest lie of them all. THERE IS NO VIRUS! They take Zuid from a person who is deemed to be sick and

add monkey kidney cells, fetal bovine serum, add 2 antibiotics, add trypsin (which breaks down protein to create the "spike"

effect) and then prepare it for electron microscopy which further breaks down the concoction and then look for cytopathic effect

on the monkey kidney cells. And when it is shown, they say "that was done by the virus"! They have never done the same

methodology without the Zuid from a sick person.

Independent sources have and it showed this same cytopathic effect!! Look at the info from Dr. Tom Cowan and Dr. Andrew

Kaufman and Dr. Same Bailey. I don't know why there seems to be a need in the alternative media that a virus does exist? I guess

some doctors want to show that their brand of treatments is better than the mainstream one? There is no virus. I don't deny that

people do get sick and die. But that is due to another reason.
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From Dr. Mercola's reports: EXPERT SCIENTISTS TESTIFY ON VIRUS ORIGIN A scientist who has worked on scienticc efforts that

have won Nobel Prizes has stated during his testimony, 'We have a whistleblower, the virus itself.' ------------YES, SARS-COV-2 IS A

REAL VIRUS www.bitchute.com/.../9IJc6RrEQhrt  Some claim the virus behind COVID-19 doesn't actually exist, yet three

irrefutable facts do exist to substantiate its existence. One of those facts is that the virus has been isolated. ----------------THE

COVID RABBIT HOLE: AN INSIDE LOOK AT THE VIRUS’ ORIGIN In early 2020, a Scripps Research virologist discovered a paper

describing gain-of-function techniques that looked like a how-to manual for building the Wuhan coronavirus in a laboratory.

-Evidence points to SARS-CoV-2 being the result of a lab leak, and that Dr. Anthony Fauci, Harvard researchers, China, the

mainstream media, the World Health Organization and tech companies all worked together to cover it up. U.S. Right to Know has

published a detailed timeline of the cover-up -Expert testimony from two scientists adds to evidence that clarices the origin of

COVID-19, which they believe leaked from a laboratory in Wuhan, China, as a result of controversial gain-of-function (GOF)

research -SARS-CoV-2 has a unique trigger on the surface called a furin cleavage site and a unique code in the genes for that site

called a CGG-CGG dimer; these markers do not exist in natural coronaviruses, but are known to have been used in GOF research

takecontrol.substack.com/p/expert-scientists-testify-on-virus-origin  (2022) takecontrol.substack.com/.../covid-rabbit-hole

 (2022) takecontrol.substack.com/.../sars-cov-2-real-virus  (2022)
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EYE INJURIES FROM THE COVID VACCINES More evidence of COVID vaccine injuries are in the cardiovascular system than in

any other system. And the cardiovascular system is (safely) visible only at the retina. So let's look at the eyes. Injury to the eyes

following vaccination can be a sign of more widespread disease, including possibility of sarcoidosis, an inZammatory disease

that is often found on biopsy. It manifests as granulomas in multiple organ systems. It is known to occur following a number of

drugs and vaccinations.  When sarcoidosis affects the eye, it usually inZames the uveal tissues that form the middle layer of the

eyewall, an emergency ophthalmic condition known as uveitis. These tissues include the iris, the choroid and the ciliary body,

shown below in blue/purple, in this eye anatomy illustration.

colleenhuber.substack.com/p/eye-injuries-from-the-covid-vaccines?utm_s..  (02/20/2023)
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IDAHO CONSIDERS BANNING ADMINISTERING MRNA VACCINES Two Idaho Republican senators have introduced a bill that

would effectively criminalize anyone who administers a mRNA Covid-19 vaccine with a misdemeanor. Sen. Tammy Nichols and

Rep. Judy Boyle sponsored HB 154, a short one-page bill that will prohibit the further use of mRNA vaccines. The bill states: “A

person may not provide or administer a vaccine developed using messenger ribonucleic acid technology for use in an individual

or any other mammal in this state.” winepressnews.com/2023/02/19/idaho-considers-banning-administering-mrn..

 (02/20/2023)
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@Gui. Thanks for your input. I respect your information very much but in this case I have to disagree. You are quoting info from

the same fraternity that gave us all the other lies. I have medical background and I saw the paper from Australia that stated in the

headline and abstract that they "isolated" the virus from the crst case of COVID in Australia from a Chinese man. Here is the

paper: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7228321  But when you read the methodology of how that virus got isolated, it is totally

against anything that a person would think isolation should be. To isolate it means to take away till you cnd the causative agent.

One does not add monkey kidney cells, fetal bovine serum, antibiotics, trypsin etc to the mixture to "isolate" a virus. How can one

verify that the cytopathic effect was solely from the "virus"? You can't. To me it would make better sense to take the Zuid of a sick

person and centrifuge it down to its different layers and then reintroduce each of those layer components into people and see if

it gives rise to the same symptoms. Do this multiple times to make sure the information is correct. Then one can identify the

causative agent and be able to create an antidote to it. Kerry Mullis the inventor of the PCR test said that even the Dr. Luc

Montagnier (the guy who discovered HIV) could not show him decnitive proof that HIV was isolated.

If people want to believe that there is a virus and it causes people to get sick, then so be it. Bacteria, parasites, fungi, toxins,

poisons, physical trauma, emotional, mental, chemical, nutritional stress all have a contributing factor to people getting sick. As

a person's adrenal glands weaken they are not able to make proper corticosteroids and inZammation gets worse which show up

as "viral" symptoms. If the body is weak enough, they will succumb to it. I could write more but by character count is getting very

low.
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MASSIVE UK RALLY. TIME FOR IGNORANCE IS OVER This is a humanitarian crisis. People need to see the damage that has been

done. On Monday, January 30, UK’s Fiona Hine spoke at General Assembly #74 of the World Council for Health sharing an

emotional story and powerful video of the recent Truth Be Told rally outside the BBC in London. Here is the two minute video:

drtrozzi.org/2023/02/19/massive-uk-rally-time-for-ignorance-is-over/  (02/19(2023)
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COURT DATE FOR PFIZER WHISTLE BLOWER, BROOK JACKSON, ANNOUNCED. 1 MARCH 2023. Brook Jackson, the clinical trials

supervisor who blew the whistle on Pczer over its testing of Covid vaccines, has announced that a court date has been assigned

to her case. It will be held on March 1, 2023 at 2:00 pm at the Jack Brooks Federal Courthouse in Beaumont, Texas. The critical

point: "All parties are required to attend in person." peterhalligan.substack.com/p/court-date-for-pczer-whistle-blower?utm_..

 (02/19/2023) WINNING! CALIFORNIAN DOCTOR ISSUES “MEA CULPA”  THE MEDICAL PROFESSION FELL FLAT ON ITS FACE.

"YOU DON’T ASK THE CDC OR FDA OR DOCTOR GAVIN NEWSOM FOR TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS. "

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/winning-californian-doctor-issues?utm_sou..  (02/20/2023)
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Stephanie Seneff and two other researchers just published a new peer-review article on prions (previously published in Aug.

2022, so I/we may have already seen it: (Nigh, Kyriakopoulos, Seneff, 2023) Nigh, G. Kyriakopoulos, A., & Seneff, S., (2023). The

Potential Role of the Spike Protein in Neurodegenerative Diseases. Cureus. 15. 10.7759/cureus.34872. Free Fulltext

www.researchgate.net/publication/368460752_The_Potential_Role_of_the_S..  “Human prion protein and prion-like protein

misfolding are widely recognized as playing a causal role in many neurodegenerative diseases.

Based on in vitro and in vivo experimental evidence relating to prion and prion-like disease, we extrapolate from the compelling

evidence that the spike glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 contains extended amino acid sequences characteristic of a prion-like

protein to infer its potential to cause neurodegenerative disease. We propose that vaccine-induced spike protein synthesis can

facilitate the accumulation of toxic prion-like cbrils in neurons.”

denutrients.substack.com/p/stephanie-seneff-and-two-others-have?utm_so..  (02/20/2023)
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ZHA.ZHA, I agree with you. If there were a virus, why has nobody been able to isolate it to start working on an actual vaccine?
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Three of the most important of the lies are missing here: (1) there was no pandemic. (2) there is indeed a war - the war being waged by

the oligarchs against humanity. That does not entitle them to emergency’ powers as there was no public health emergency, other than

the fabricated one. (3) deaths and cases attributed to viral infection were in fact from medical intervention or injection - the treatment

being worse than the disease. As as we discovered by researching the way that diagnoses were falsiced, case numbers were inZated,

death certiccates depended on two simple words “with” or “from” infection, the “pandemic” was a carefully constructed pack of lies and

should never be referred to as such without those all important inverted commas.
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Yes, Professor Chossudovsky exposes the truth that “there is no causal relationship between the virus and economic variables”.

In other words, it was not COVID-19 but the deliberate implementation of scienticcally unfounded and illogical lockdowns that

caused the global economy to shut down. It is what you call imperialism with a “human face”. It is “The Great Reset” that

constitutes a threat to the vast majority of American workers, as well as to small and medium-sized businesses. The same

philanthropic foundations (Rockefeller, Ford, Soros, et al) that are the unspoken architects of the "Great Reset" and "Global

Governance" are also involved (generously) funding Climate Change activism, Extinction Rebellion, the Forum World Social etc.

All over the world, people have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating

consequences of the Covid-19 “pandemic”. The architects of the COVID-19 "pandemic" are now actively involved in formulating

the "solution." The Great Reset of the World Economic Forum consists of installing a totalitarian regime worldwide. What is being

contemplated is a system of “Global Governance” based on depopulation and corrupt powerful cnancial and political interests to

plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme poverty and despair.

www.globalresearch.ca/the-worldwide-corona-crisis-global-coup-detat-ag..  (2022) .---

www.globalresearch.ca/new-pdf-ebook-the-worldwide-corona-crisis-global..  (2022)
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Cabochon, The emergency powers were introduced after 9 11. Constitutionally they last 1 year, unless the President renews. It is

there in case the Government has been made inoperable by war. Each President has done so. This allows for the Continuety of

Government to override Congress and has an Admiral at its head. Marshal law at his command. This issue is one link to 9 11.

There are many more...being the threat of the weapons used to keep the rest of the world controlled. Cov behaviour is an obvious

example. Economic control being next.
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The technique is a well worn globalist tactic. First create “a problem” that does not really exist. Then offer the “solution” aka

another meddlesome intervention to further the main political agenda - aka world population control. We are seeing it here in

broken Britain also at local level, to put into practice the fanatical religion related to CO2 emissions causing climate change. As

always there is a little bit of truth in the medley of distortions, in that the latter has always existed as a natural phenomenon, but

is triggered mainly by solar activity, not humans driving about in non electric vehicles.

Part of the religious dogma involves 15 minute cities (i.e. permanent travel restrictions on payment of cnes), and the creation of

cycle paths everywhere, even if never used by the majority. Our local Council threatened removing part of our club sports ground

to create more cycle paths, while displaying their “Sport for All” propaganda notices, as if anyone was prevented from taking part

in sport. There is no end to their cognitive dissonance on the pretext of “improving” what requires no improvement. At the same

time we tax payers are footing the bill for this b.s.
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and 4) There is no test, 5) There is no vaccine
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Thanks for that information, BigZetch, which I think proves conclusively that the so-called emergency powers during “war” time

were fake as the only war being conducted was civil war by government against its own people. Most are now aware that 9/11

was yet another “problem” created by the U.S. Government to usher in the “solution” i.e. emergency powers that never really went

away. To maintain one lie, you must build another and yet another such as the WMD fabrication. Just another brick in the wall.

The real wars were instigated by the US and British political warmongers to maintain hegemony in far Zung parts of the world.

U.S. war colonialism has outstripped by far the much viliced British colonialism. The same tactic is happening in the Ukraine:

dirty underhand dealings and economic battles for resources to further the main agenda. Wars make handy depopulation tactics

too. Nord Stream 1 was regarded as a threat to Western dominance and NATO spreading its tentacles, so no prizes for guessing

who might have been responsible for its destruction. Just because two bad guys are engaged in a power struggle does not make

one of them a good guy.
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Re-posting an article Capt Forbidden posted yesterday, as many may have missed it. Just got to it earlier, not yet watched videos:

Standing Upright Amid a Sea of Lies - - www.lewrockwell.com/2023/02/ron-unz/standing-upright-amid-a-sea-of-lie..  -- its worth

pondering what happens when dissenting views are squelched, silenced and cancelled (or smeared).
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Good point, jamNjim. Whenever some msm addict tells me that someone has “got Covid”, I think now they are trying to provoke

me as they know full well that I don’t follow mainstream media and don’t believe the narrative.  The PCR test as we all know was

chosen precisely because it was unsuitable and probably as an excuse to stick something up your nose to collect DNA. Even if I

ask, how does the person know, they have “got COVID”, I am told about the fake test. You can imagine the rest for yourself. As for

the injection that passed for the vaccine that never was, we have all been well schooled by Dr Mercola and the likes of Stephanie

Seneff in yet another method of population reduction. Once the endgame is known, we CAN see the wood for the trees and all

the multiplicity of ways of killing off the population one by one if necessary - from house cres to natural (?) or geo-engineered

disasters.
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Thanks, rrealrose, a very important reference and one that rings true. It points out that Putin had warned about missiles and

NATO encroachment near Russia’s borders. Not mentioned here, but he was aware of the existence of biowarfare laboratories in

the Ukraine. Robert Malone also reported extensively earlier this month on the pipeline bombing, which the U.S. media treated as

an unsolved mystery without ever explaining what possible motive the Russians could have for sabotaging their own pipeline.

The result of silencing dissenting views is that the majority of the public (in the UK at least) believe Putin is the bad guy who

invaded Ukraine, ignoring U.S.brinkmanship and the fact that a war would be in the best interests of both the U.S. and the

globalist depopulation agenda. Then of course there is the endgame of promoting world food shortages. Odd how the Ukraine

just happens to be a major world producer of wheat.  seymourhirsch.substack.com
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Cabochon, we need to look no further than Hunter Biden's Rosemont company facilitating the US cia funding bio-weapons labs in

Ukraine, and Sam Bankman-FTX crypto company laundering funds in Ukraine to support primarily US democrats with millions in

donations in 2020 and 2022 elections. Wild, lawless, corrupt, whatever was/is going on there, no balanced reporting, propaganda

as news.
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Quote: "Data from various sources show anywhere from 50% to 86% of all ventilated COVID patients die. Considering these data,

hospitals are basically engaged in euthanasia, and they're doing it because its proctable."  This is nothing new. It's one of several

reasons why the Amish community won't go to a hospital. It's a DEATH SENTENCE! The hospitals are simply a faux (German Style) gas

chamber except now they kill for proct. They weigh the cost/reward of life/death and if the payback for death is greater than the

payback for life they kill you. Everyone on Social Security and/or disability fell into the category of "more money to kill you". Just follow

the money.
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Indeed ARIEN, another big lie is how they counted the deaths including patients with chronic diseases and the cnal blow with the

ventilators. BREAKING: NHS DIRECTOR CONFIRMS HOSPITALS LIED ABOUT CAUSE OF DEATH TO CREATE ILLUSION OF COVID

PANDEMIC Sai, a former director of end-of-life care for the NHS, wrote a Twitter thread that, among other things, gave a personal

account of the changes to the death reporting system implemented in the NHS: “When you lump together four different diseases

and now call them covid-19, you will inevitably see covid-19 with a huge mortality rate. Mainstream media reported on this huge

increase in covid-19 deaths due to the implementation of the System of Medical Examiners.

“Patients who were coming in and dying with very common conditions like old age, heart attacks, end-stage renal failure,

hemorrhages, strokes, COPD and cancer, etc., were now being certiced as covid-19 through the forensic medical system. In

addition, “hospitals received incentives to report COVID-19 deaths over normal deaths, as the government was paying hospitals

additional money for each reported COVID-19 death,” SAI SAID. “I HAVE NO DOUBT IN MY MIND THAT THE GOVERNMENT HAS

PLANNED THE ENTIRE PANDEMIC SINCE 2016 WHEN THEY FIRST PROPOSED THE CHANGE TO MEDICAL DEATH

CERTIFICATION.” expose-news.com/2023/01/17/how-uk-hospitals-manipulated-cause-of-death..  (01/17/2022)
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There has been a lot of talk about the need to create alternative systems. Admittedly, this was easier to do in earlier times when small

towns could use wooden nickels as a means of exchange for basic necessities produced locally. I found it interesting that

counterfeiting was largely controlled by currency with an expiration date printed on it and frequently changing design.

History-of-the-Wooden-Nickel discover.hubpages.com/education/The-History-of-the-Wooden-Nickel  I bring all of this up because

currency serves as a practical means of exchange. I wonder how we will navigate the necessity of barter under a digital currency

system. This still does not address the issue of how to pay one's taxes or participate in the economy if a person does not own a cell

phone (or even pay monthly phone fees).

Such alternative currencies are now illegal. (I wonder whether that is constitutional?) We need to be looking at what works and has

been done before. To a certain degree, I distrust currency, in general, and digital currency, in particular, but we need to devise an

alternative solution, since global leadership has no interest in protecting property rights. Yes, they will tell you changes are for your own

good and safety, but fewer and fewer people believe, "I am from the govt and I am here to help." So far, I have only come up with 2

options for paying taxes.

One is to provide goods, labor or services to another person who will pay your property tax in exchange. However, many will be hesitant

to do that if they know all currency is being tracked and they will become suspect for aiding or having contact with "undesirable"

(="deplorables") persons. The only other (impractical) solution may be to pan for gold. As your options to engage in society become

more restricted, you will need to do more for yourself to survive. Any extra labor required will become increasingly dijcult. Property tax

is the major unresolved issue--also paying for licenses and permits to work.
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I wonder whether it would be legal not to charge for a cottage industry product, but instead charge for the labor to produce it? I

recall my FIL used to post a sign by the road next to a wood pile that said "wood". (Not "wood for sale".) This would be

comparable to painting the letters "C-O-W' on your cow during hunting season. That was his free speech right. When someone

would stop and ask whether he had wood for sale, he would not answer that question, but instead ask, "How much wood do you

want?" The person would tell him and ask the price. He would never quote a "cost", but, instead, ask, "Do you want to give me a

$5 bill?" (or $whatever$) When a person gives you something it is a gift.

I do not sell produce, but I may give my one of my good neighbors several boxes of produce at a time. Then, when she butchers,

she will share meat. -Or, maybe another neighbor will give me honey. I don't suppose you could even call it barter since all is

given freely and there is not even a handshake agreement. Fortunately for me, I love to garden and no one else takes much

interest in growing fruit (orchard, berries, vineyard). I think many farmers simply ignore ridiculous laws and focus on a loyal

clientelle. The regulations have gotten so overreaching that a working person does not even have time to keep up with all the

new laws and regulations being generated.
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Yes, Almond we need alternative systems to counter the big lie of the CCBDCs. For the past two and a half years, the majority of

humanity has universally acted as non-human members of an indifferent mob based on “Mob Formation Psychosis”. Rational

and critical independent thought disappears entirely when the crowds gather; this attitude based on what is known as 'group

think', which really means, no intelligent or intellectual thinking at all, just agreement without exception with the majority. The

dynamic of group lies and propaganda, something I refer to as societal shared obsolescence, is the central underlying premise

expected and demanded by the ruling 'elite'.

This state of mind of the masses can only lead to total failure and self-induced slavery, so any expectation of safety in numbers

in this circumstance is foolish. In this state we are presented with the Biden Bucks. Digital Dollar Project (DDP) published an

updated version of its white paper called "Exploring a US CBDC". At that point, all of us will be in the slaughterhouse ready for the

digital slaughter of negative interest rates. All your money will be blocked in the banking system. If you don't want to spend your

money. The government can punish you by imposing negative rates. He doesn't want you to save your money.

account freezing, tax withholding and outright forfeiture in some cases. CBDCs are controlled by governments and therefore

represent the polar opposite of ideas. It is safe to say that any new technology pushed by the global elite is not pushed because

it is better, but only because it destroys individualism and freedom. Anthony Pompliano, an American entrepreneur, investor, and

Bitcoin evangelist wrote last March that “central bank digital currencies will be one of the biggest human rights violations in

history.” www.atlanticcouncil.org/cbdctracker . (2022) kanekoa.substack.com/.../central-bank-digital-currencies-are  (2022)
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Faced with this imposition, two very basic principles are the economy and the local supply and the own harvest. Land, seeds and

the illusion of being self-sujcient or depending on a community where barter can be very useful. A globalized market with

corrupt interests of multinationals, big banks and speculators always ends in economic disaster. Socioeconomic activity began

to gain prominence from the 70s, a decade in which the incompetence of traditional development policies became apparent, thus

producing a change in its orientation, from top-down or centralized development to bottom-up or bottom-up development.

This link discusses the importance of incorporating local culture into community development. The territorial development policy

has included social cohesion and comprehensive planning. Territorial approaches are better suited to the unique and complex

conditions present in rural areas. The local culture is part of this later development model. As a result, more and more attention

is being paid to local level and "bottom-up" approaches that focus on culture, territory, local diversity and optimization of local

resources. extension.psu.edu/importance-of-incorporating-local-culture-into-commu..
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Already New York is running 'Public Service Announcements' for Digital ID, it's like your real ID, so why do we need another one?

An example given is for domestic Zights. Also, sign up for Medical Vaccine Surveillance, and tah dah the intention to launch

testing Digital Currency. Each one creating a tighter and tighter net to control each and every aspect of people's lives. Someone

or a Computer decides each and every move or thought. There is no you. There is no life other than to serve the Great I Am,

Predator Para$itic Overlords. If allowed to come to play there can be no together - together, no helping, no exploring outside the

lines someone or something decides your existence to be, or most likely how long it is to be.

Taxes most likely won't exist because the 99% are to be returned to serfdom, you are only allowed to be, work or do whatever you

are told you must do, no questions asked. If you do ask questions or resist, you're a troublemaker, currently a Right Winger no

matter who you voted for. If you are left on the property you live at now it would be at their discretion and as long as you perform

activities to and for the WEF/WHO/ & the various Super Powerful 1% through their rigged system. "There must be some way out

of here said the Joker to the Thief, there is so much confusion I can't get no relief"...All this is nothing new, it's just gotten deeper

and evermore serious.
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Almond, there is an alternative system - it's called LETS (Local Employment Trading Scheme). I'm sure there is info on Google.

Basically, you cnd a few people interested, form a group, decide on regular trading days and the name of the currency. Usually the

'points', or whatever you call them are worth one dollar. Start trading. Eg, I trade eggs for 5 points. You don't need a credit to start

trading, just start. My 5 points go into my LETS account which I then use for anything on offer, whenever I want, just like a bank

account. We used to deal with paper, much easier with computers these days. It seems to succeed more in some areas than

others, hard to know why. I used to trade organically-grown herbs and other plants, which were always popular - seedlings

especially. But it can be anything of use - clothing, furniture, whatever.
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seedsaver37, yes people can trade for locally generated currency or for points along with straight out barter, it also can be

extended so the same system labor is exchanged for same currency or points. Decades ago this cropped up in one of the

"soft-landing recessions." The money of the nation was used to buy the goods, products generated by regular means Locals

currently were not or most likely never able to produce. Some areas embraced it as it was saving Main Street, Mom & Pop, other

areas outlawed it because of the same reason.

Also, in that time frame folks were tracking points on computer, something off line off the grid would be necessary today. Based

on older information, in 1913, 4 cents bought what a dollar bought whatever it was before the Covid Circus. Locally produced

goods and services may possibly reboot those price points within Local Circles. This why the digital is so dangerous as because

of the extreme invasive tracking the whole purpose is to prevent, outlaw any movement towards anything outside of their

complete domination and control.
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juststeve, I forgot about labour. Something that was always popular was a 'busy bee', where anyone turned up to tackle larger

projects like an overgrown garden. You signed a list when you arrived and left, and spent however much time you chose. The

group decided on a fair price, but if you had special skills you could charge more. Always a fun day, working with other people the

time went fast. I have also had individual help, like burning off before summer, pruning etc.
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Thanks seedsaver37, a very interesting reference on LETS. LOCAL EXCANGE TRADING SCHEME LETS: “Local exchange trading

scheme (LETS) are local community-based networks in which people exchange goods and services with minimal use of money.

They provide a good means to connect to our community and to its economic development. The focus is taken off money and on

to exchanging services you do something for me and I’ll do something for you. It is in sync with the ethos of the slow movement.

Instead of money LETS use 'community credits'. People earn LETS credits by providing a service and they spend their credits on

whatever is offered by other people in the scheme eg childcare, transport, food, trade services or home repairs.

Where there has been a cnancial outlay to provide the service eg purchase of wood to make a box, the recipient pays for the

wood, but not the service of making the box. There are many difference between LETS schemes, and members trade a diverse

range of products and services. Traditionally LETS systems have operated by distribution of a directory of services to members.

Currently there are moves to distribute a directory of services to members through online bulletin boards and discussion groups.”

www.slowmovement.com/lets.php  .---- natcapsolutions.org/LASER/LASER_Local-Exchange-Trading-Systems.pdf  .----
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THE TWENTY MOST ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT LETS. ---------------------------------------------------------- LETSystem can provide

members with food, clothing, housing, transport, health and legal services, repairs, equipment, business services, entertainment

and much more, at a reduced or no cost in Federal dollars, through the operation of a community based credit economy. 1)It is

available to anyone who is a member of the community and who joins a LETSystem. 2)Individuals and businesses can use it to

advertise goods or locate what they want, either by telephone, mail or in person. 3)Information is updated regularly, added to or

deleted at any time, and circulated regularly to members. 4)There are no limitations or obligations on use.

LETS is its name and "lets" is its nature! -Fostering Social Justice & Equality: Because the value attached to one's time and

commitment is set individually amongst the participating members, a LETSystem equalises the wage differential that exists in

the value attached in the conventional economy to the work of women as compared to the work of men. This greater equality

helps to prevent the polarisation of the community between those that "have" compared to the "have-nots". There is no value in

accumulating LETS credits, as they cannot earn interest. It is only by putting them to productive work that the individual or the

community benects. LETS fosters local participation in the community at all levels.
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-A Multi-LETS, in addition, has the facility for a number of separate networks to exist within the single registry. These networks

resemble separate LETSystems, in that they charge their own membership fees, that members of a particular network may trade

goods and services in their own local currency, according to the rules and conditions upon which members agree, they may

provide their own separate list of offers and requests, and their own newsletter. Again, like a LETSystem, the LETS Credit units

cannot be transferred outside of their membership base or taken out of the system. -Do I have to pay tax on LETS Credits? The

Australian Taxation Ojce ruling on LETS, released in February 13th 1991 states that there are no Taxation implications for

personal arrangements, social arrangements, hobbies or pass- times. These constitute about 70 to 80% of all LETS transactions.

www.gdrc.org/.../lets-faq.html
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Exactly Gui, " The focus is taken off money and on to exchanging services you do something for me, and I’ll do something for

you." Another form of actual wealth the lust for money distracts and pulls us away from. Money, points, tokens become more the

tool they should be, not the end all or be all. To many move into the rural and by worrying about "property values - money," are

blind to what are long time native strategies accumulating things of real wealth, valued for life and living.
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Hi "Almond", "Such alternative currencies are now illegal. (I wonder whether that is constitutional?)" The U.S. Constitution, Article

1, Section 10, preempts the exclusive right of the Federal Gov. to mint money. IMO, anything else such as Bitcoins should be

considered tokens or coupons such as S&H Green Stamps, subway tokens, casino chips, etc. Perhaps uncanceled U.S. postage

stamps are an exception??? constitution.congress.gov/.../section-10
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Mindset is paramount when addressing the what can we do as countermeasure to the Biblical "money changers" who are the

modern day money manipulators. The timid ask for permission, the daring ask for forgiveness and the bold invoke our
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modern day money manipulators. The timid ask for permission, the daring ask for forgiveness and the bold invoke our

Constitution. I'm not going to nervously wring my hands fretting, worrying whether I can "legally" with impunity cnd a suitable

home for goods from my homegrown produce stand to someone eager to gift me with a useful token. The question is who has

the Constitutional right to stop me.

No one, that's who. Those who believe America is unique in having a Constitution that protects it's citizens like no other

constitution in the world misunderstand the essence of this document. Ultimately it's not the Constitution that guarantees our

rights. Our rights come from our Creator and Nothing but Nothing can takes those sovereign rights away. This goes for all

nations and this is the only mindset that will work in pushing back the tyranny that dates back to antiquity.
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grulla, And the Boston Tea Party was also illegal. One would expect the Federal Reserve, neither Federal or has reserves is illegal.

It only the Gov't who was originally supposed to have exclusive rights to produce coin. Now let us add in the likes of Blackrock

and Vanguard Loaning $$$$ to the Federal Reserve. If selling my chicken for a point so I can purchase the labor of my neighbor

to weld my machine so he can take his points to purchase the labor of the accountant to do his paperwork; So, she can buy more

of my chickens is what it takes to resist and to reboot a cancerous system back on track, well, what other alternatives are there?

When the addiction to power and control has in itself grown out of control, when they have created so many laws to control, We

Are All either Outlaws or There Are No Laws because they have become meaningless?

Each step to create positive outcomes defuses the outcomes seen in every failed Empire throughout time. The Devine King's

Empires collapse because everything and anything gets sucked up to defend what becomes the undefendable, and

unsustainable. When we return life back into the Policies of Society's the unspeakable destructive dictates become nearly

impossible to achieve. epi-cure, A right is a right, period. No one gives you a right. If someone says they are giving you a right, it

is usually a wrong turned inside out.
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"steve" et al, my only concern was what is legally considered U.S. money or legal tender, no matter how manipulative outcts like

Black Rock are with the Fed. Anything else should be considered investments and/or barter, including Bitcoins, etc., which I do

NOT object too, even if I personally wouldn't touch that with a 10' pole.
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juststeve, yeah a right is a right, right, right, now do you and all of you reading this possess the knowledge to tell a presumptuous

judge, legislator, or executor where they've got it wrong? Respectfully, those who live in the U.S. and truly fathom the profundity

that is innate rights but lack the knowhow (me too but actively improving) to educate misguided public functionaries, need to

allocate some of this chatroom prattle time going in circles toward learning our Constitution. Despite all the melliZuous rhetoric

and verbal high cving, I dare say this forum has a stench of disempowerment when it comes to grasping the history and

implications of landmark judicial rulings upholding our Constitution.

All of us should commit to both studying and utilizing the knowledge of de jure versus the massive fraudulent de facto

governments that presume to rule our lives. Learn the difference and replicate. As things are now, our nation slips away because

good men do nothing but talk about instead of taking to task those ignorant government bad actors. To repeat, know the

difference, de jure versus de facto !
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Grulla, Steve and all... I think most responsible hard-working people are already outlaws. It has been said that anyone can be

arrested for breaking some unknown law. There are already so many laws that no ingle person could keep track of them even if

they wanted to. many do not. They just go about their business.
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I still question whether my right to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness involves hard currency. A case has been made over less.
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The whole "Covid 19" dog and pony show was a complete LIE.....but like everything else NOTHING will be done to bring these criminals

to justice.  Show's over, monkey's dead.
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Unbelievable that they are still selling these lies. More chilling many are still buying them. I was shocked by the story of the man who

lost his leg because of the vaxx but felt the vaxx saved hs other leg. This is the propaganda we are up against. Dozens of you, God bless

you, have commented. Later we will have maybe 200 comments posted. There should be millions of us up in arms, stopping this

madness.Where are we?. I share everything but nobody is interrested.
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Just as unbelievable is the lies are still peddled nonstop 24/7. Sometimes even after a newsbyte expressing the lies are lies. We

are living in the Upside Down.
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It really is mind blowing how many people still buy into the propaganda. My dad always made us think and problem solve. He

said don't depend upon anyone else to tell you what's best for you, especially if they have something to sell. Anyone who sells

services, products, or medicine is going to steer you in a direction that promotes the seller's best interest, not yours.
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Its not just propaganda. Seems everywhere I read, news pundits with wide followings inside or outside the beltway or silicon

valley, have not grasped that the elderly are known to have a slow or poor immune response to any shot. Its abundantly clear

most US doctors are NOT TRAINED IN eldercare, sinescent cells, toxin accumulation or most aspects of vaccn. (ironic, as most

developed countries now have aging populations) WE ARE LIVING in a corporate-funded and promoted TOXIC SOUP, YES? Most

standard health care providers know nothing about toxins (except for industrial accidents, even that is questionable after the

recent vinyl choride and phosgene gas train derailment). Elderly, already loaded with toxins from contaminated food, water, meds

and prior shots, should never have been offered shots of any form, most dangerously these new nRNA clot/kill shots. The curse

of Dr. Fauci's 20-year old dream of a universal Zu shot may be with us for years if not pushed back against, and soon!
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The test USED for covid was discovered or created in1985, by Kary Mullis and won a nobel in chem. for it in 1993 who went public to

protest it's use saying "this was not designed to test for covid." Because we still cannot isolate it.  He was found dead a few days later.

in 2019, only a few months before the pandemic was planted. This latter fact is for some reason ... hard to cnd online. Snopes stomped

on it, and said he was referring to HIV, but I personally think Snopes is serpintine.
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Close, not quite as Kary had passed before covid-19 was announced. However, in certain circles, his death is viewed as

mysterious as he was in good health just prior.
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The points made here are accurate but let's be honest about this much - none of it had to do with the infection itself or trying to mitigate

its spread. It was about using the pretext of public health to make enormous inroads into curtailing public freedom. Just look at

everything else that has followed - the fanciful talk of 15-minute cities, the insistence that a climate crisis is upon us and that we (but

not the elites) must change our clthy ways, and there are even articles encouraging people to deal with inZation by eating less. Nikki

Haley announced her candidacy and attendance at one of her appearances required proof of vaccination.

And this is someone from the party that often claims to stand up for the individual, for personal freedom, and made noises about bodily

autonomy. That requirement alone should immediately disqualify her from running in either party. In the background, meanwhile, the

virus drumbeat continues in the form of the Know Plan Go scheme that says more than 200 million Americans are at high risk. These

people know a good fear scheme when they invent one, and they're not ready to let go of it, no matter how much evidence mounts that

their ideas did more harm than good.
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curtailing public freedom and massive transferring of $$$...we the people monies
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Pandemic response we witnessed was tested and table top exercises (sample here:

www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/.../exercises  ) run annually for 20-odd years, starting after the sars-1 outbreak. Always

included were members of the cia, Dod, Barda, Darpa, mainstream media, Johns Hopkins, Gates Foundation and more. In short,

they planned conducting a war against a virus, no medical response can be noted across their pre-planned "responses". Wartime

measures used for National Defense were enacted against a deadly bio-weapon release, way outta line with actual degree of

danger, and no one stopped the "push" to re-evaluate?

The comparison is not unlike using a $400,000. sidewinder missile to shoot down a hobby balloon, costing well under $300.

Don't know how this is gonna play out; military industrial complex is yet another runaway freight train, lacking limits to overkill

people and US economy. Change is way overdue, bio-weapon labs now proliferate in the US and worldwide, these level 2, 3 and 4

labs routinely have lab leaks. The pendulum needs to swing back the other way.
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Clue;  In a fascist/corporate industrial state..EVERYTHING is a lie! It runs on bullshit and false belief. There were Peace rallies and Rage

Against the War Machine @ The Lincoln Memorial over the weekend, Who knew? Networks will cover Sharpton-led and LGBTQ

demonstrations or neo-scum like Graham/Schiff/Schumer/McCaul/Haley or mortal sins over classiced documents, but dissent over our

military genocides are taboo. Neo-cons/neo-libs dominate the media to form a fake consensus; like covid, 9/11 and Lee Harvey Oswald

before. Tough talkin chickenhawks of both parties strike fear in the public mind while sane voices are censored...The narrative is now

so absurd it has become a paralyzing mind-F of contradictions, principles hide in the shadows. Most are cattle, the 1% are cowboys and

too few of us are renegade Indians off the "reservation." I'm off to get my mind right in the sauna.
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Satan greatly manipulates the inverse world that now exists. Try convincing people that everything is a lie is the truth. Not going

to happen.
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brian...Kabbalists say "The satan is the force of chaos and doubt" not a guy with horns and a pitchfork. I see chaos erupt from a

crippling narrative of absurd contradictions giving us "idiocracy."
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All that accomplished exactly what was intended - kill as many people as possible, destroy their income-producing potential, make

everyone suspicious of everyone else, and discover who the renegades are.
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There was no viral pandemic or epidemiological emergency in 2020- it was mass murder. They will use a similar template and roll this

out again unless there are prosecutions for the crimes committed. The average age of a death by or with "Covid-19" is higher than life

expectancy. No other cgure even need be known to understand the "pandemic" (business model) is a fraud and a giant Ponzi scheme.

The mandated the use of ventilators/remdesivir/barticinib/midazolam/vancomyacin,fentanyl etc. combined with complete neglect

when not being harassed/abused killed off hundreds of thousands of "Covid" (rebranded Zu and bacterial pneumonia) patients.

All of this was (and much more) was done to create the mass hysteria event in order to hide the massive economic collapse of 2019

and hide the $13 trillion (so far) worth of bailouts AND to jump start the Pharma bio-security system as THE new economic driver in a

bankrupt system. Covid-19 is the biggest money laundering/racketeering scheme in the history of this country. 99% of people falsely

certiced as having 'died from covid' actually died from their preexisting conditions being exacerbated by mass medical malpractice and

'public health' despotism, the other 1% simply died of old age.

There is no such thing as a "Covid death" as SARSCoV2 itself is a computer generated cction. No one has 'died from covid' as "covid" is

nothing more than a fraudulent PCR result plus a nebulous clinical re-branding of cold, Zu and many other disease conditions. "Covid" is

the engineered destabilization of the global economy. "COVID-19", the operation, is essentially a cover-up for systematic debt-leveraged

monetary expansion. "Covid-19", the disease, is nothing more than a disease of ATTRIBUTION to other causes.
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Bang on!
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Let’s never forget governor Cuomos roll in this murder scam
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Just one of many legit crimes against humanity which was allowed to occur with literally ZERO accountability. Such a disgrace

this is and has been allowed to wash away thru time now considering what was done to humanity and life intentionally
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Remember in the beginning of this, NY & NJ had 50% of ALL cases of COVID in the entire US! Then Como mishandled & terriced

people so that they scattered all over to escape the area, spreading COVID as they Zed. Putting infected people in institutions not

trained or constructed to adequately isolate them created death institutions for elders & increased infections in the area, as

personnel contracted COVIID & spread it outside the institutions. There were alternatives! Remember the ship & tent hospitals

the President sent, & Como refused to use? Everything Como did had a huge effect on spreading the virus & increasing deaths.

He is a mass murderer. It was not incompetence. An incompetent could not be as effective in increasing the severity of this

exponentially.
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The Cochrane Review on "masks" has since been updated. They released an updated review on Jan 30, 2023. It reviewed data from

studies, from around the world, and concluded masks do not protect you from any aerosolized virus:

www.cochranelibrary.com/cdsr/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD006207.pub6/full#p..  Simple math will tell you that surgical masks won't

clter a coronavirus. Coronaviruses are between 0.06 and 0.1 microns in size. Surgical mask are good for particles 0.5 microns and up

which is where most BACTERIA are sized at! Just do the math: (0.5)/(0.06)= 8.33 microns. So wearing a surgical mask to clter viruses

is like putting up a chain-link fence to keep mosquitos out of your back yard.
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Yes, more than 400 studies show the failure of COVID policies and mandates. Vaccines are the incentive to boost the pandemic

and the masks have only been for control, not for safety. Some of us don't like the government controlling our genes and our

immune systems. The Covid mask is just a tool for everyone to get vaccinated and the CDC knew that all along. The crst

genocidal trick of bringing all minorities to the vaccine outlets failed, so they tried the mask trick. Masks and “Vaccines” have

been the tools to instill fear of death and disease, it is a sign that the world is in a pandemic, and many are supposed to be in fear

and panic at all times.

The use of masks showed that the government can tell everyone what to do and force them to do something without really

explaining why. They want us all to feel sorry for killing all those poor vaccinated people who are supposed to be immune to what

they say we spread. The science was falsiced, the size of the holes in the masks at least 5 to 10 times larger than the Whuan

coronavirus. People have been subjected to the yoke of tyrants, defense mechanisms, and blind obedience to authority that are

part of the mass formation psychosis acting as a form of brainwashing and mind control by the mass media subjected to the

deep state.

Ian Miller talked about how masking narratives are affecting the way people think. Miller is the author of the book “Unmasked:

The Global Failure of COVID Mask Mandates”. He noted that people followed mask mandates out of fear: simply because they

didn't know what COVID was all about from the start. “Remember, the WHO was saying something like three and a half percent of

people who got COVID were going to die.”
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People are also afraid of being ostracized. "Once things open up and you see everyone wearing a mask and you don't want to be

the only person there and cause a scene and have a conZict and get yelled at because you're not doing what everyone else is

doing," Miller. said. Dr. Anthony Fauci himself sent an email to one of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) employees, saying

that he reviewed all the randomized controlled trials on masking and that he had seen no benect. Then three or four days later,

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and Fauci himself went so far as to say that everyone should wear a mask. It's

not possible for science to change in three or four days like that.

The masks have been discredited. Many children and people have suffered the physical and mental health consequences of

wearing masks. Health authorities have failed to violate our trust. While masks have been a symbol of pandemic life, removing

them will signal a transition to the "new normal." A normality that has caused and will cause death and suffering for many people

due to the damage caused by “vaccines”, masks and all other restrictive measures that have led to a devastating economic

crisis. www.lifesitenews.com/news/ineffective-and-harmful-400-studies-show-fai..  www.wnd.com/.../4976509  (2022) .---

www.brighteon.com/666b8a96-06aa-4deb-a50c-8beffa088a5d  (2022)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also: Cochrane Review shows COVID face masks are worthless: Wearing masks in the community probably makes little or no

difference to the outcome of inZuenza-like illness (ILI)/COVID-19 like illness compared to not wearing masks; masks for

laboratory-concrmed inZuenza/SARS-CoV-2 compared to no masks similar result; N95/P2 respirators same result for clinical

respiratory illness & lab-concrmed palexander.substack.com/p/cochrane-review-shows-covid-face?utm_source=..  (02/03/2023)
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Hi guys, Early this morning, cnished listening to a RFK jr interview from 2021 on Vaccn Revealed 2023 version. RFK mentioned,

aside from the size of the holes, the edges leaking, its been shown in several studies that removing masks in hospital settings

have been shown to reduce viral replication! Think about that for a bit. Don't know his references at that time; however, he is

carefully referenced wherever he posts and whatever he says.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quite simply, it was never about health or our safety.  Almost the entire World in lockstep with the insane measures against a

manufactured crisis was merely to advance the plans for Schwab's New World Order. The latest year long crisis is about that same

agenda too.
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rjdeshayes
Joined On 12/23/2008 5:51:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just read an article promoting the shots, saying that the calcium in the heart leaks out during covid infection and that the shot prevents

this from happening. What a line of crap. I have been seeing multiple people having heart failure after getting the shot. I have lost two

friends and almost three others saved in the hospital, though I have heard Larry has now passed. I remain unshot !!!!
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Joined On 10/27/2022 3:03:37 PM
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It's terrifying when Bill Gates sets up a simulation of a pandemic, and presto, we get one a few months later. Now he's saying we

"dodged a bullet." Does that mean there is a worse, non-dodgeable bullet currently in the development stages? His latest simulation was

of a virus that primarily infected children. Terrifying indeed. It's one thing to kill off old people in nursing homes but quite another to

invent a Pied Piper virus that takes children away.
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Sno3016
Joined On 7/20/2022 4:24:30 AM
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So here we are in 2023 and hospitals, Doctors ojces are still forcing people to wear masks?? Masks don’t work! Oh, that’s right for our

HEALTH and safety and to protect others! The madness continues!!!!
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Was pondering IF I would ever see my doctors' faces again?
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Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way masks might work for the person wearing it is by reducing the anxiety of the person who is wearing it. It makes

then feel safer and as such their stress levels come down. Adrenal glands are stronger and they can make all the proper

corticosteroids that deal with inZammation, blood pressure, along with balancing the parasympathetic system. When adrenals

start to fatigue the natural reaction is to have more inZammation and there will be more mucous production in the

nasopharyngeal system. And a person will feel like they are getting a cold or a Zu. The proper treatment is not rendered and the

symptoms get worse and they get more sick. Instead of blaming their own lifestyle and taking responsibility, they will blame it on

an outside source. A virus, which is basically a bogeyman so the pharmaceutical company can sell us their snake oils.
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DangEngineer
Joined On 2/20/2023 6:21:34 AM
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Last year I had "COVID" and was on oxygen for 8 months. I also had double pneumonia.  The home test was negative, the test at the

doctor's ojce was negative, the test at the entrance of the hospital was negative, the test in the ER was negative (my O2 levels were at

82), but the test in ICU was positive, so I was a COVID patient. Praise God I was also treated for my pneumonia - once I got those drugs

in 36 hours, I started feeling human again - but it was a long recovery because I waited two weeks before seeking help because I didn't

want to be counted as a COVID patient. Only God got me through this but it was sad as to why I waited to seek medical help.  It needs to

change.
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Yikes, bet you are Glad you made it through! You might enjoy? watching the vaccines revealed 2023 edition, running online now.

One of the doctors (may have been Peter McCullough) mentioned this tidbit re pcr test results on patients, they found results

would vary daily, positive to negative to positive, depending on the day. Ugggh.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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Found this from a newsletter.... someone needs to start a campaign to protect farmers, food supply and get tighter rules around

gmo....https://tulipshare.com/
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Joined On 3/10/2016 6:38:06 PM
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rumble.com/v2a3106-patrick-wood-joseph-molitorisz-reiner-fuellmich-tra..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks lucy for the link. Great talk/expose' about technocracy and trans-humanism. Mechanistic worldview will never happen.

Nature and we the people will strike back. Let the sleeping minority stay in their losing corral. We don't need them to win this

cght. Anyone reading this and know we are winning raise your cst and say YES.
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Yes, thanks! listened to this again; last 20 minutes or so has one of the best summaries of what may possibly occur going

forwards.
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And we have: www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you summed up nicely the grossest mistakes that were made by the people in charge of guiding our nation during the

pandemic. Unfortunately, getting almost everything wrong was repeated in so many other countries: Canada, China, Australia, Germany,

France, the U.K, New Zealand, etc. The exceptions were Sweeden, India & Africa. Isn’t it ironic that the country that everyone thought

would be wiped out by the virus was pretty blase in its response: Africa? I read its vaccination was just 6%. That’s pretty mind boggling

but will be completely ignored by the people in charge of our health agencies. Not one blasted lesson that you just listed was learned by

them. The next pandemic will be a COVID-19 redux. I wish all the smart, cercely independent individuals on this forum could gather

together on a sparsely populated continent to avoid the next response.
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greeboz6
Joined On 1/17/2023 11:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Africa people routinely purchase hydroxychloroquine over the counter to take to avoid contracting malaria. This ionophore

conducts zinc into cells to block the reproduction of many viruses like COVID-19. It has other beneccial properties as well. It has

been PROVEN to protect & cure COVID-19 & there are emails documenting that Fauci knew this in 2005. Why was it lied about in

the mass media & forbidden to be used to treat US citizens by politicians who seized control of what US physicians were allowed

to use to treat citizens? It is certainly a major factor in protecting Africans from contracting COVID-19. Interesting how this is

never mentioned. AND, as Dr. Mercola showed, the injection INCREASES the likelihood of having a COVID infection considerably

& & low injection rate would certainly decrease African infection rates relative to ours.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Nobody got almost everything wrong. People in power followed the script to injure, maim, kill and destroy as many people and

incomes as possible.They didn't fail. Their evil was highly effective. Stop thinking in terms of people in charge are going to

protect and benect you.
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Joined On 10/16/2012 2:19:53 PM
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I agree on ineffectiveness of most masks, but only N95 masks are effective, no any Zimsy or hanging off the nose masks. I work in a

major hospital and every day get exposed to hundreds of people within 6 feet. I have to wear true N-95 mask or I get sick all the time!

Immune system get strained cghting something every day, and get weakened after late shifts or night shifts when missed 10p-12p

'beauty sleep" time or just didn't get enough sleep. Even though we are given these N-95 masks for only "airborne" precautions cases

(concrmed COVID, TB etc.), many of us have been wearing them all the time and it's been helpful. So, when public wears thin Zimsy

masks it's not doing anything for anybody, maybe containing major particles if they sneeze or cough. But they should wear real N-95 for

airports/airplanes, doctors visits and in any other place where they will be exposed to a bunch of people in close proximity (like BMV).
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But your gubmint says N95 masks are dangerous because they permit exhalation!
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jea1613
Joined On 8/21/2017 7:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, I have said it many times "What would we do without you". Thank you so much for what you do, know, research and care

about.  I guess everyone who is on your side must cnd the truth you discover staggering!!!!!!!! P.S. Number 3 above "The Truth Will Set

you Free" is a wonderful quote from the Bible and absolutely true.
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drb6345
Joined On 12/13/2021 5:25:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Time and again, we've seen how statistical modeling has failed, making wildly inaccurate predictions about risk. ". That is so ridiculous

it could be attributed to Imperial College! Models are only as good as the data available and the actual model you create. Here's the only

rule you need to know about any statistical or mathematical model: "Garbage in. Garbage out". Models are intended to mirror reality and

give insight into how a real system behaves. Reality is not intended to conform to a bad model! Medical "science" is the only branch of

science I''ve seen that uses trials with an almost incnite number of uncontrolled variables to try and understand highly non-linear

systems but in incapable or unwilling to use mountains of empirical data to generate reasonable models. The results speak for

themselves.
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DrB6345...."".Medical "science"..."" just another BouncimgBall to detract from the actual 'Culling Units' that will virtually clean off

Earth of LIFE....3-4-5G are actual culling Units...hanging on Powerpole and streetlights poles and Cell Phone towers chiminies

and building and in ALL Hospitals and scgools and public buildings....this is a FACT!!! The other BouncingBall Issues like covid

and Zu and cancers abd AS and brain disorders and MI and most deformities abd the direct cause of RADIO FREQUENCIES...from

ELF to over 300 GHz ......and this was PROVEN and a known fact for over 100 years........Tesla proved it over and over again and

again...EVERYTHING has a FREQUENCY that it will break down....OK easy to see...

your Microwave oven is actually a Transmitter , fact,,and it Broadcast what ever is in its Broadcast area, or that small box with a

shielded door better know as Miccrowave oven.....inside is a Transmitting radio tube called a klystron >>>

en.wikipedia.org/.../Klystron  <<< and this transmitting tube is set to broadcaset at 2.45 GHz the frequency water oscillates at

and causing to to boil...so water freq is 2.45 GHz and what are you made up ?

mostly water..so why are these power companies and 4 and 5G companies actually SHOOTING AT the population for? And at the

same frequencies water BOILS at...does this make any sence??? well WE are being SHOT AT with a DEADLY WEAPON or as

already been known as Directed Energy Weapon......usa by the Military against the US populations well documanted FACT
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Joined On 5/29/2021 9:45:49 PM
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Some relevant songs. Vax passports on the way out? Don’t be so sure. Listen to Turfseer’s mega-hit PASSPORT TO HELL.

turfseer.substack.com/.../passport-to-hell   New Substack Release. TYRANNY TRAIN. Hop on board! Destination: Slavery!

turfseer.substack.com/.../tyranny-train   Fight the Globalist’s plan for world domination. Listen to Turfseer’s THE GREAT RESET.

turfseer.substack.com/.../the-great-reset   Sick of being accused of asymptomatic transmission? No contagion here. Listen to

Turfseer’s hit song I’M NO SUPERSPREADER: turfseer.substack.com/.../im-no-superspreader   JUST TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE. “Straight

shooter” advice on vaccination for the brainwashed turfseer.substack.com/.../just-too-good-to-be-true   BONUS: Free Download. THE

ALTERNATIVE COVID-19 NARRATIVE HANDBOOK. A Collection of useful links. Get it here:

turfseer.substack.com/p/the-alternative-covid-narrative-handbook   Subscribe to Turfseer's Newsletter. Songs, music videos and much

more.
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Great songs, yes relevant lyrics. Thanks
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gin9762
Joined On 7/19/2019 8:31:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think most of us following Dr. Mercola KNOW. that all of this was done on purpose and not the purpose of saving lives. It was simply to

usher in their "Great Reset". Sadly so many STiLL BELIEVE all of the lies that it was done for our benect. Just a lie.
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blairiy
Joined On 9/14/2022 5:59:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of all the measures mentioned here to stiZe Covid, most all have proved ineffective. However, if it can be proven the virus indeed was

created, and gained function, then covered up for proct, while people died, EUA protections may not apply. A conspiracy to defraud and

cover up, for instance all the athletes from 8th grade to pros, that dropped dead from unexplained reasons? Seriously? There is a

litigation conference next month in Atlanta. Stay tuned. COVID LITIGATION CONFERENCE 2023 MARCH 25-26 ATLANTA
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Control the media; control the people. Most humans lack the discernment it takes in not believing the news. Their God is the news.

Their churches. Their self-righteousness. Their 666 on forehead or right wrist. Their posturing. Their vaccines & boosters. Their social

media accounts. They'll cght you until their deaths. Blaming you as they perish.
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So very true!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/20/2023 1:00:49 PM
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brianallen1
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And will the sheeple fall for it again? Baa.
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thru all the smoke, mirrors and other reasons why the great 2020 scamdemic occurred and/or was allowed, one constant is seemingly

reoccurring. This being the massive printing and allocations of $$$. There is still so much $$$ sitting in state coffers and in

government agencies its astonishing. The Zeecing was like nothing ever seen really and for it to be accomplished these measures

mentioned in this article were key to intentionally justifying the servants we the people pay in government to do it. The playbook is

always the same...one must destroy to rebuild and every time it's the "taxpayer" who is ultimately on the HOOK. No skin off those who

orchestrated all of it. Rinse and repeat thru proxy wars, future plandemics, destroyed crime ridden cities, free monies to border illegal

crossings and homeless destruction of cities etc etc. We the people are paying our servants in WASHINGTON to allow this and they tell

us they are here to help. Just sayin
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COVID Facemask: a device to stop people from picking their nose while driving a car and in other public places.
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Perhaps the most important COVID lie is the claim that there is no CURE for COVID. Most cases are easily cured. Most more dijcult

cases are easily cured with a little medical attention. A few are dijcult or impossible to cure, generally due to other incurable diseases

also being present. But, our medical systems are used to ignoring cures - "there is not cure for the common cold" even as most cases

are trivial. This logic has been extended to inZuenza, measles, and yes, COVID. Lockdowns, quoted above, are not a "cure" they are a

"treatment" and "preventative". A lockdown cannot cure any patient. Neither did masks, nor vaccinations. We know how to cure COVID.

We're doing it. But we're not recognizing it, much less studying it. We have no theory of cure, no philosophy of curing.  to your health,

tracy
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Fauci is still working on "gain of function" to this day and pooring money into it.
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So there’s no such thing as a carrier (someone who presents healthy but passes a pathogen? Apologies but I truly don’t know.
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I'm glad I did not take a shot, despite my friends and family advise. In my refusal I lost my friends and some family members. However,

now I'm alive and healthy vs some of my friends sick or dead.
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I'm so thankful my husband and I made the decision not to get the jab. But it was a dijcult time as people considered you thoughtless

and inconsiderate. I actually lost a friend over it. However, it's now all coming out how ridiculous all of their antics and lies were. Fear is

a liar, and we were lied to so much that people became so fearful they would have done anything. Fear was used to control the masses

and they did it all masterfully. That's the saddest thing to me was how fear was so pervasive and basically stopped people from living
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The crucial & basic error of having a single answer foisted on EVERYONE is that it may be wrong & kill everyone. Having a variety of

answers is the natural way to insure that some survive & that a single decision does not take down everyone. Humans have succeeded

in evolution because they are adaptable & they give up this advantage when they all become robotic parrots of a single leader or

dicatorial government.
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I tear off every Covid sign I can. We all need to stand up to this tyranny.
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I am getting a lot from the latest articles that recapture how things unfolded in 2020, the "intervention" results, and how we can do

things better next time. Spot-on Dr. Mercola....don't let the truth die!!!
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twnumber1
Joined On 10/1/2014 10:13:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part of the cabal sixteen-year plan for those "with eyes to see"
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HilltopJPJ
Joined On 12/1/2022 7:11:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This crst run of lockdowns/imposed rules demonstrated to me one of (or perhaps the) reason for the huge push for EVs, and that is:

ultimate control of movement. EVs are not remotely environmental, their manufacture, delivery and disposal, require the “evil” fossil

fuels and their components are more toxic than ICE vehicles. EVs and sadly newer ICE vehicles are very hackable, trackable,

controllable and stoppable. It’s the stuff tyrant dreams are made of. We are still a bit away from it happening, but there is a rabid push to

get rid of the older cars and the manufacture of new ones in favor of EVs. I know this might be seem a bit off topic, but I believe it is

part of the scheme and thus, germane.
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greeboz6
Joined On 1/17/2023 11:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lock downs nearly destroyed the US middle class that Lenin said must be done to implement Communism. The lock downs

lost citizens their jobs, businesses (70% of US economy), homes & life savings. Nothing was done to help them restore our

society. All monies went to huge corporations (too big to fail) & to our enemies in other countries. We allowed them to cripple our

economy, critically injure our middle class & make them wards of the state, & condition us to being treated like livestock by

("our") government. We allowed them to ignore & intimidate those who told us the truth & to present their versions of "authorities"

( who parroted the ojcial political agendas)over actual authorities chosen by their peers for lifetime contributions to relevant

celds of science. This is a world wide conspiracy! it is working too well!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awareness and truthfulness - how to defeat tyranny. And become a CIA Thinker.....The Critical Thinker ~ has two rules - #1 ~ Strives to

prove their hypothesis/premise wrong. #2 ~ Discovers the best sources of evidence, insight, and understanding. Then asks questions

and is skeptical. Examines "cause & effect." Moves beyond simple heuristics. Seeks resources that have transparency, full disclosure,

balance, context, and accountability......The Intelligent Thinker ~ understands subtleties and nuances while having discernment.....The

Aware Thinker ~ their "reality goggles" are clean, focused, and calibrated. They're aware of the gaslighting, gatekeepers, narratives,

algorithms, and fake binaries of the Corporate Media and Governments. They understand concrmation bias and how conformity is

manufactured (Solomon Asch and Edward Bernays).
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reality vs. Illusion. People have been Robbed of their Ability to “Decipher between Fact and Fiction”

 www.globalresearch.ca/.../5779242     "CIA Director, William Casey is reputed to have said to Ronald Reagan We’ll know our

disinformation is complete when everything the American public believes is false.’ Fast forward thirty years, and there’s no piece of

cction the masses will not swallow. From Woke to COVID to the war in Ukraine, people no longer make their own ideological pilgrimages

to the truth  the truth is served oven-ready by their political betters."
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Herbalgal
Joined On 10/18/2009 5:29:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree that covid jabs are useless, as are PCR and home tests. I work with preschoolers on the autism spectrum. I have a mask ready

at all times if one of those 4-year-olds are sneezing, coughing or have a runny nose. Before covid, I was not allowed to wear a mask. I

think that there are situations like mine that merit wearing a mask. Otherwise, I agree that general mask wearing is ineffective.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Ryan Cole of Cole Diagnostics says the C19 vaxines are NOT harmless. Look up his interview by Epoch Times. Dr. Cole is

unfairly under investigation by the Iowa Medical Licensing Board for his courage is exposing the truth about the c19 "variants"
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure I understand. You agree that general mask wearing is ineffective but you still believe that wearing a mask when autistic

kids display cold symptoms will prevent you from being infected despite these studies shows clearly that these masks cannot

prevent such infectious from going through the fabric. Furthermore autistic children have an increased need to see people’s

faces and not to make unnecessary changes but by wearing a mask they are deprived from that.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If masks worked everyone would have been wearing one every winter for the past century to prevent colds and Zu. You just got

duped. Speaking of autism, in psychology you learn that people who are in that autism spectrum disorder range like covering

their faces. Masks and shades make it easier for them to make eye contact. Otherwise they look away from you. Since you work

with autistic kids you might try this theory out on them. It might break them through that barrier and once they gain your trust you

can "unmask". It's just a thought. I'm no psychologist, I just took a lot of classes to help better manage people in a manufacturing

setting. I had to motivate people to do a better job faster and being able to do that with people that don't want to is dijcult.
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